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Abstract
In information forensics, (police) agents are usually presented with a ranking of suspects similar to a
certain face probe whose identity should be determined. Used for estimating the relevance score of
possible suspects, deep face models have been proven to lead to undesirable discriminatory outcomes for
certain demographic groups. Despite other non-personalised person rankings being actively investigated,
forensic face rankings still represent an underexplored, yet important and peculiar, domain. In this
ongoing project, we propose a framework consisting of six state-of-the-art face models and a public data
set to quantify (disparate) exposure of demographic groups in forensic face rankings. Our results show
that biases in this domain are not negligible and urgently call for ad hoc fairness notions and mitigation.
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1. Introduction

Rankings have become one of the dominant forms in which digital systems present results to
users. The prevalence of rankings ranges from search engines [1] and online stores [2], to music
[3] and news feeds [4]. One notable task based on rankings is the identification of suspects based
on their face biometrics [5]. Under this task, (police) agents are presented with a ranking of
suspects similar to the face probe. Deep face recognition models are supporting the generation
of these rankings, thanks to their impressive performance in terms of accuracy [6, 7].

However, deep models adopted to extract a latent face representation for ranking purposes
have been proven to be susceptible to biases [8, 9, 10]. For instance, adopting such latent
representations for face authentication has led the system to fail more often for subjects with
darker skin tones [11, 12]. As a consequence, considerable efforts have been made to analyse
discriminatory results for groups created on the basis of protected attributes (e.g., gender and
ethnicity) [13, 14]. Unfortunately, these analysis have focused on pure biometric authentication
and identification [15], without considering undesired impacts from a ranking perspective.

Indeed, certain forensic face ranking techniques rely on hand-created sketches from possible
eyewitnesses [16]. Such partial information is often used in combination with other attributes,
such as textual descriptions [17]. To be functional, this type of approach can also be combined
with text-to-image (to generate the query) and image-to-text (to generate search-useful galleries)
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techniques [18]. Existing approaches only evaluate whether the offender appears in the first
position of the ranking [19], often ignoring the rest of the ranking. However, analysing the
ranking composition and the (disparate) exposure of demographic groups is fundamental,
as being exposed to (police) agents as suspects might lead to undesired consequences (e.g.,
being wrongly investigated). Current research has assessed and mitigated unfairness in other
non-personalised people rankings [20, 21, 22], but forensic face ranking still represents an
underexplored domain, characterized by key peculiarities (e.g., normative, content, model).

In this ongoing project, we have the ambitious objective of bridging the face biometrics and
information retrieval research communities by analyzing whether deep face recognition models
lead to unfair exposure across demographic groups in forensic ranking systems. Our novel
contribution is twofold. First, we propose an assessment framework with six state-of-the-art face
recognition models and a public face data set labeled with two protected attributes (i.e., gender
and ethnicity). Second, we conduct an exploratory study aimed at quantifying the (disparate)
exposure of demographic groups in the resulting rankings, depending on the demographic
group of the face probe (RQ1), and which demographic groups are most likely to incorrectly
appear in the top positions of the ranking (RQ2). Our results show what biases forensic rankings
are exposed to, emphasizing the importance of devising mitigation methods in this domain.

2. Method

Using a dataset annotated with two protected attributes, we first trained six deep face recognition
models. Then, we evaluated the utility and fairness of the rankings generated by these models.

Data Preparation. Our experiments were carried on using the DiveFace [23] data set, con-
sisting of 140,000 images belonging to 24,000 identities. It is properly annotated with sensitive
information (gender and ethnicity) and balanced in terms of both attributes. Ethnicity labels
include Asian, Black, and Caucasian. Gender labels include Women and Men. There are there-
fore six demographic groups represented in the data set: Asian Men, Asian Women, Black Men,
Black Women, Caucasian Men and Caucasian Women. The original authors split the entire
dataset into two sets: a training set and a test set, each of which contained 70% and 30% of
the identities. To the best of our knowledge, this data set is one of the state-of-the-art sources
for fairness analysis in the biometric field. In order to crop and resize the original images, the
DeepFace toolkit [24] was used to detect the bounding box enclosing the face.

Model Preparation. With the face images in the training set, we built and trained a range
of deep face models by combining a collaborative-margin head network and six convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs), namely MobileFaceNet, ResNet [25], AttentionNet [26],
ResNeSt [27], RepVGG [28], HRNet [29]). These neural architectures have been proven to yield
state-of-the-art performance in recent face benchmarks [7]. For consistency, our experiments
followed the same training procedures described in [30]. More specifically, each model was
trained using 64-sized batches for a maximum of 80 epochs (early stopping, patience 5). The
optimizer was SGD, with momentum 0.9, weight decay 1e-8, initial learning rate 0.1, and decays
at 5, 25, and 68 epochs. The loss function was categorical cross-entropy.

Ranking Generation. With the face images in the test set (disjoint from the training set),



we created a ranking system that, given as a query the latent representation of an individual
(probe), ranks all the identities in the gallery and provides the most similar 𝐾 = 10 identities
to the query. For this purpose, we considered only individuals with at least 𝑁 = 10 face images
in the test set and sampled only 𝑁 images for each individual. Due to the uneven number of
images per identity, and in order to equally represent each demographic group in our test set,
we selected 𝑃 = 32 identities from each group (since the less represented one, Black Women,
had only 𝑃 identities with at least 𝐾 images), taking into consideration a total of 1, 920 images
from 192 identities. Given the 𝑁 images for an individual, 30% of them were assumed to be face
probes (images to be used as a query), and the remaining 70% were included in the gallery. The
latent representations of all the face images of an individual were averaged to obtain a single
averaged representation of that individual. For each probe, we computed the cosine similarity
(range: [-1, 1]) between its latent representation and the latent representations of the identities
in the gallery. We ranked the identities in the gallery according to their decreasing similarity
with the probe and considered only the K identities most similar to each query.

3. Experimental Results

The models’ accuracy was between 98% and 99%. Experiments analyzed demographic group
exposure per probe’s group (RQ1) and overall exposure (RQ2) in rankings across groups.

Exposure for each probe’s demographic group (RQ1). In a first analysis, for each probe’s
group, we computed the averaged exposure of each demographic group across rankings and
models (Fig.1), adopting the definition of [31]. As expected, for each probe’s group, the demo-
graphic group with the highest exposure corresponds to the probe’s one (between 50% and 90%).
Going beyond this case, probes of Asian men (top left) led to disparate exposure for Caucasian
men (same gender) and Asian women (same ethnicity) compared to the other groups. Similarly,
the rankings emerging from Asian women’s probes (top center) disproportionately represent
Caucasian women (same gender) and Asian males (same ethnicity). Probes from Black men (top
right) make Caucasian men and Asian men more prominent; in both cases, the gender seemed
to be the main causing factor. Black women’s probes (bottom left), conversely, led to higher
than more equal representation across certain groups beyond that of the probe. For instance,
Asian women and Caucasian females and males are unfairly more at risk of incorrectly appear

Figure 1: Demographic groups exposure in top-10 rankings for each probe’s group. Legend: A:Asian;
B:Black; C:Caucasian; M:Man; W:Woman.



Figure 2: Group exposure distribution, averaged among models. Statistical significance assessed by
means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which rejects the hypothesis that the exposure distributions are
identical between two demographic groups in case the p-value is lower than 0.05.

in the top ranking. Caucasian probes make same ethnicity counterparts more prominent, along
with Asians of the same gender. We can conclude that, based on the probe’s group, certain
demographic groups (beyond that of the probe) are overexposed in the rankings.

Overall disparate exposure of demographic groups (RQ2). In a second analysis, we
investigated whether the observed disparate exposure across demographic groups is even more
evident if we consider the position in which a certain possible suspect appears. Since our
results were consistent across models, Fig. 2 shows the exposure distribution of groups across
rankings, averaged among models. Comparing exposure across groups, it can be observed that
certain groups tend to have a statistically significant disparate exposure compared to others. In
particular, Asian women often tended to be unfairly represented in the top positions, even when
the probe’s group was different. Caucasian men and women were more often and incorrectly
exposed at the top, followed by Asian women, Black men, and Black women. We can conclude
that, in general, women tend to be more often over-exposed in the rankings.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated the extent to which state-of-the-art face models adopted for
forensic face ranking are subject to biases across demographic groups. Our results highlighted
that dark-skinned individuals (especially women) have lower exposure under probes belonging
to other demographic groups (especially female ones). Even more noticeably, dark-skinned
female probes produce the least disparate results compared to all other groups. In addition to
this, Asian and Caucasian are overexposed in the rankings, while women appear to be the most
likely to hold prominent positions. In the next steps, we plan to investigate whether, and possibly
to what extent, other factors (e.g., pose, lighting, expression) influence the considered forensic
face rankings. We also plan to devise potential countermeasures regarding the disparities in
treatment we uncovered through our study in this paper.
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